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Abstract
In response to pressure to defend their stand sales against discounters, grocery retailers started engaging in retailer-themed super
saver events: promotional events (1) specific to the retailer, in which they (2) mass advertise (3) unusually deep, immediate deals
(4) across a broad range of categories (5) under a common savings theme and deal format. Given these characteristics, such
events are expected to generate higher awareness and interest than typical day-to-day promotions, thereby enhancing visits and
purchases during the event but also reducing them before and after. The authors evaluate these effects by analyzing 44 retailerthemed super saver events operated by the largest Dutch grocery retailers over four years. They find a substantial increase in
visits and total purchases during the event, especially among nonprimary customers and hard-discount shoppers. The larger part
of this lift stems from the use of an overarching event theme. Consumers buy less in anticipation of the event and visit the store
more often afterward, but for smaller baskets—typically leading to a null effect in terms of profit. Finally, our results suggest that
rather than the deal depth or advertising budget, the number of items and media resonance of the theme are key drivers of event
success.
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Pressured to defend their sales against (hard) discounters such as
Aldi, Lidl, or Walmart, traditional grocery retailers have
increased their promotional activities considerably in recent
years (Gauri et al. 2017; Planet Retail 2016). Studies suggest,
however, that simply offering more or deeper discounts hardly
generates incremental increases in traffic or sales. Given the high
promotional clutter, consumers are often unaware that a product
is on sale (e.g., Van Lin and Gijsbrechts 2016) and, thus, do not
buy more, even though they could benefit from the discount
(Gauri, Sudhir, and Talukdar 2008). Even if such deals are noted,
they often fail to attract consumers who would otherwise not
visit the store. Research has indeed found limited evidence of
direct grocery-store switching due to promotions (Gedenk,
Neslin, and Ailawadi 2010). This has led “a growing number
of industry stakeholders [to question] the long-term viability of
retailers’ promotional activities” (Planet Retail 2016).
To address these problems, several grocery retailers have
ventured into retailer-themed super saver events (ReTSS).
These are promotional events (1) specific to and designed by
the retailers, in which they (2) mass advertise (3) unusually
deep, immediate deals (4) across a broad range of categories
(5) with a common savings theme and deal format. Examples
are Kroger’s “Cart Buster Savings Event” (also known as

“Mega Sales”), during which the U.S. retailer claims to offer
over $100 in savings on a set of products; Woolworths’s “TwoDay Super-Sale” event, featuring 50% discounts on hundreds
of grocery products throughout its online store; Éxito’s (the
leading grocery chain in Colombia) “Dı́as de Precios
Especiales,” offering exceptional discounts across a range of
items; and Dutch retailer Albert Heijn’s “Hamsterweeks,”
which entice consumers to buy large quantities of groceries
through a broad set of buy-one-get-one-free (BOGO) offers
over consecutive weeks.
Through such events, retailers hope to improve, or at least
consolidate, their market position1 by revitalizing their customer base (i.e., attracting extra visitors to the store) and
increasing current customers’ spending at the store (Garstenveld 2015). By integrating the offers into a common deal

1

As confirmed by interviews with two retailers and two industry experts.
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format and savings theme, and combining feature ads with
mass media to advertise them, these events may generate extra
attention and signal unusual bargain opportunities. As such,
they may attract extra visitors and/or expand current customers’ purchase baskets, thereby generating incremental business.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that traffic and basket sizes do
increase during the ReTSS period (e.g., Bijlsma 2009; Garstenveld 2015) and that such events are “the engine behind revenue
growth” (Garstenveld 2015, p. 2). This indicates that ReTSS
may help traditional retailers defend against price fighters.
However, it does not imply that ReTSS are a panacea. First,
regular store customers may anticipate upcoming ReTSS and
postpone purchases until the event. Moreover, the deep, storewide, and uniformly tagged promotions may simply entice
those customers to stock up on larger inventories of more promoted items and to buy less after the event. Second, newly
attracted visitors may stay away in postevent weeks, when the
retailer’s promotional activity returns to business as usual.
Thus, some industry analysts express doubts about the net outcomes of these ReTSS (Meijsen 2014), and any claims that
ReTSS are the road to promotion success remain
unsubstantiated.
A rigorous analysis of ReTSS is currently lacking; this
sets the stage for our research. Our contribution is twofold.
Substantively, we conceptualize how the combined characteristics of ReTSS could make their effect different from
that of business-as-usual retailer promotions. We develop
a conceptual framework that lays out the behavioral
mechanisms, and, although we do not test these mechanisms
per se, we use them to form expectations for how ReTSS
affect store visits and purchases. Empirically, we document
the impact of ReTSS on these metrics before, during, and
after the event. In so doing, we address several questions:
Do ReTSS attract extra visitors to the store during the
event? Do they increase visitors’ purchases at the store? Are
these effects incremental—that is, do increases during the
event period outweigh negative pre- and postevent dips? We
address these questions by studying weekly store visits and
purchases of a panel of households, across the top seven
Dutch grocery chains (of which four engage in ReTSS),
during a period covering over 200 weeks and 44 ReTSS
(nine themes, with several occurrences). We study the
impact of ReTSS as a whole and show that it is stronger
than the mere discounting and advertising effect. In addition, we explore which consumers respond more favorably
to these events, what makes some ReTSS more successful
than others, and how they affect the retailer’s bottom line.
The article is organized as follows. After a brief review of
background literature, we describe the ReTSS and outline their
characteristics. Next, we develop a framework for their anticipated effects on store visits and purchases before, during, and
after the event. We then present the models followed by the
empirical estimates, which we use as inputs for simulations to
test and further explore the proposed effects. We conclude with
summary insights for academics and managers.
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The Effects of Promotions
This section offers a brief literature review on the nature of, and
evidence for, promotional effects. Previous work has identified
the components of promotional responses and indicated those
that contribute to a net gain (excellent overviews are given in
Ailawadi, Gedenk, et al. [2007], Ailawadi, Harlam, et al.
[2007], Van Heerde et al. [2004], and Van Heerde and Neslin
[2017]). From a retail perspective, the total lift during the promotion period can be split into an effect due to changes in visits
or purchases per visit and further decomposed into (1) deceleration (consumers postponing visits/purchases at the promoting store in anticipation of the promotion); (2) cross-store
switching, either direct (consumers visiting the promoting store
instead of a competitor) or indirect (consumers shifting purchases between stores they would visit anyway); (3) expansion
(due to consumers engaging in more shopping trips and/or
consuming more in the promoted categories); (4) acceleration
(consumers visiting/buying earlier than they usually would to
benefit from the promotion); and (5) halo effects (promotions
lifting the purchases of other [nonpromoted] categories in the
store).
Of these components, only expansion, halo effects, and
cross-store switching contribute to the incremental promotion
lift for the retailer. Deceleration and acceleration produce preand postpromotion dips that must be deducted from the lift
during the promotion period.2 Thus, to appreciate the truly
incremental outcome of promotions, one needs to consider not
only immediate effects (during the promotion period) but also
effects before (leads) and after (lags) the promotion period.
Empirical studies on the impact of grocery retailer promotions abound. These works typically study the impact of what
we refer to as “business-as-usual promotions”: frequent discounts, premiums, or coupons on individual brands or stockkeeping units (SKUs) that are not part of an overarching event
and that may be announced through feature ads or in the store’s
weekly flyer. Most of these studies focus on the effect of brandor SKU-level offers in isolation, with brand or category sales as
the outcome of interest3 (for an excellent discussion, see, e.g.,
Ailawadi et al. [2009] and Van Heerde and Neslin [2017]). The
results show that at the category level, the larger share of the
promotional sales lift comes from purchase acceleration, followed by store switching, with only a small portion stemming
from increased consumption (e.g., Guyt and Gijsbrechts 2014;
Van Heerde et al. 2004). The store switching appears to be
mostly indirect—consumers shifting category purchases
among stores they visit anyway (Bucklin and Lattin 1992; Guyt
and Gijsbrechts 2014)—such that, to the extent that competing
supermarkets run promotions for different categories, the
2
Within-store shifts at the time of the promotion (also referred to as
cannibalization) do not enhance visits or purchases but may dampen revenue
and profit. We discuss these effects in the “Profitability” subsection.
3
An interesting exception is Ailawadi, Harlam, et al. (2007), who study the
impact of such brand-specific promotions on the retailer’s total unit sales and
profit.
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question remains how these effects translate to sales for the
retailer as a whole.
A smaller subset of research examines the combined effect
of different promotional offers at the store level. Some of these
document the impact of promotional calendars—in other
words, the sequence of promotional actions over time (Mehta
and Ma 2012; Silva-Risso, Bucklin, and Morrison 1999; Tellis
and Zufryden 1995). Others analyze how the total number of
products promoted by a retailer and their average discount
depth affect store traffic and sales (e.g., Gauri et al. 2017;
Gijsbrechts, Campo, and Goossens 2003; Urbany, Dickson, and
Sawyer 2000; Volle 2001). The general finding is that more and
deeper promotions can increase traffic and basket size, but that
this effect is often small, with elasticities in the range of .05 to
.2 (Gauri et al. 2017; Gijsbrechts, Campo, and Goossens 2003).
Moreover, to the extent that consumers accelerate purchases to
benefit from a promotion (Ailawadi et al. 2006), only a portion
of this temporary lift in traffic or spending is incremental.

Retailer-Themed Super Saver Events:
Characteristics
Retailer-themed super saver events (ReTSS) exhibit a unique
combination of characteristics. They promote storewide benefits across a broad range of categories in the store. The offers
are immediate (i.e., the consumer receives the price cut or extra
quantity at the time of purchase) and unusually deep. More
importantly, the event-related deals share a common format
that is easy to recognize (e.g., “One Euro only,” “BOGO”),
and they are presented to consumers under a theme that is
unique to the retailer. This theme is not just apparent in-store
or featured in the store flyer; it is also supported with massmedia advertising that emphasizes the considerable potential
savings. In terms of timing, retailers themselves choose when
the event takes place and for how long. As an example, the
Hamsterweeks event, organized several times per year by
Dutch chain Albert Heijn, involves BOGO offers on items
across 50 categories, rotating during three consecutive weeks.
The event is advertised on national TV, in newspapers (and on
the radio) using images (sounds) of a hamster carrying the
chain’s logo and dragging large amounts of groceries out of
the store while crying out, “Hamsterééééén!”4
Table 1 compares ReTSS with other retailer promotions. As
shown there, ReTSS share some characteristics with other promotional activities. However, what sets ReTSS apart is the
joint occurrence of these characteristics. Unlike popular, category, and seasonal events, which typically focus on specific
types of products, ReTSS span categories storewide. In contrast
to popular and seasonal events, the timing of the ReTSS is
retailer-specific.5 Unlike business-as-usual promotions that use
4
The event theme refers to the European hamster that hoards food in storage
chambers and hibernates during winter, living off the stored food. The slogan
“Hamsterééééén” is designed to incentivize consumers to stockpile to benefit
from the BOGO offers.
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store flyers and in-store tags focused on activation, ReTSS
combine these with mass-media ads designed to form attitudes.
The discounts that are part of the ReTSS event are immediate
(unlike in temporary loyalty programs, in which consumers
save for rewards) and unusually deep (typically 30%–50%;
other promotions are, on average, less than 20%).6 Perhaps the
most discriminating feature of ReTSS is the use of a common
deal format under a common (retailer-specific) theme focused
on monetary savings. Other promotion activities either lack an
overarching theme (i.e., business-as-usual promotions) or, if
they do have a theme, encompass a variety of offers, some of
which are not even savings-related (e.g., popular events including premium gadgets linked to the event, category and seasonal
events also pertaining to temporary additions to the assortment). In our empirical analysis, we control for the presence
of such other events when assessing the impact of ReTSS on
visits and purchases.

Conceptual Framework
This section outlines a conceptual framework that examines the
effects of ReTSS on consumer and store outcomes. We proceed
in three steps. First, we argue how the joint characteristics of
ReTSS increase promotion awareness and perceived benefits.
Next, we delineate how this influences the different components of promotion response identified in previous literature.
Although we do not observe these mechanisms directly, we use
them in a third and final step to form expectations about consumers’ visits and purchases at the store before, during, and
after the ReTSS period, which we subsequently test
empirically.

Consumer Mechanisms Driving ReTSS Success
Why do promotions often fail to generate incremental visits
and purchases? We identify two main reasons for this. First,
consumers—and especially those who are not regular store
customers—are often not aware of the promotion. As indicated
by Batra and Keller (2016, p. 122), shoppers are “perhaps more
than ever . . . seemingly in a perpetual state of partial attention.”
They are bombarded with promotional messages, yet experience high search costs (Gauri, Sudhir, and Talukdar 2008).
This makes it difficult for specific deals to stand out from the
clutter and to reach potential customers. Second, the deals may
not seem interesting enough to trigger a promotional purchase
at the store. They are often not unique to the retailer—promotions that run concurrently with other stores yield less bang for
the buck (Guyt and Gijsbrechts 2014)—and, many times, the
benefits are too small to warrant the cost of an extra visit or
even to justify the effort to look for the item in-store. In the
5

Even though the retailer can choose which popular event to feature, it cannot
choose the timing of that event.
6
Web Appendix W1 provides summary statistics on discounts and advertising
during different types of events as encountered in our study.

Guyt and Gijsbrechts
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Table 1. ReTSS Events Versus Other Promotion Activities.
Promotion Activity/Event
Business-as-Usual
Promotions

ReTSS
Examples

Characteristic
Unusually deep
immediate
discounts
Store-wide, covers
broad range of
categories
Common savings
theme
Common deal
format
Use of mass media
to communicate
the promotion
(alongside store
flyer and instore flagging)a
Timing determined
by retailer

Kroger’s “Cart
Buster Savings”
event,
Woolworths’s
“Two-Day
Super-Sale”
event

Popular Events

Win free tickets for
20% off on
Tomorrowland at
Campbell soup
Carrefour, partner
at Tesco, free
of the festival, save
bowl with
soccer player cards
purchase of
at Albert Heijn
Mars chocolates
during European
at Carrefour
Championship
Soccer

Temporary
Loyalty
Programs

Category
Events

Metro’s
“Fontignac
Knives
Collection”
program,
Safeway’s
“Spiegelau
Glasses”
program

Sainsbury’s
“Baby’s Big
Event,”
C1000’s
“Best Deals
with the
C1000
Butcher”
event

Seasonal Events
Ritchies
supermarkets’
“Happy Easter”
sale,
Sainsbury’s
Black Friday
deals

P











P

P



P





P



P

P

P

P

P





P





P

a

P

P

P

P

P

P



P

P



a
Business-as-usual promotions are typically not communicated through mass media (though the retailer often uses mass-media image advertising during businessas-usual weeks).

following subsections, we argue how their combination of
characteristics may allow ReTSS to overcome these hurdles.
Impact on consumer awareness. Promotions at the store are typically communicated through store flyers for which readership
may be high among current customers, but less so among
potential customers (e.g., Foldermonitor and GfK 2016; Van
Lin and Gijsbrechts 2014). By combining store flyers with
mass-media advertising, ReTSS cover a broader target audience, including noncustomers of the store. In addition, the
presentation as an event with a common theme may create
higher resonance (Batra and Keller 2016) and trigger word of
mouth, thereby further enhancing promotional reach.
Moreover, consumers who encounter ReTSS messages are
more likely to encode them. The combined use of different
modes (mass media and store flyers) may render the ReTSS
more salient (Unnava and Burnkrant 1991; Young and Bellezza
1982). Furthermore, the common event theme provides a hook
that fosters message processing (Gijsenberg 2014; Keller,
Deleersnyder, and Gedenk 2019), especially so because—
unlike season-sale or popular external events—the theme and

timing of ReTSS is retailer-specific and does not automatically
coincide with above-average competitive clutter.
In summary, consumers are more likely to be aware of ReTSS
events. We expect this to hold during and after the event period
but also—to the extent that these events are announced up-front or
recur around the same period—in the period leading up to it.
Impact on consumer interest. Retailer-themed super saver events
should generate higher interest by providing larger perceived
benefits. They offer deeper-than-normal monetary discounts
that are immediately available across a broad set of items and,
therefore, appeal to many (current and potential) customers.
This is reinforced by the integrated nature of the campaign:
unifying the ReTSS deals through a common format and theme
that is unique to the store may produce signaling value (Zhang
and Breugelmans 2012) and enhance the perceived monetary
benefits.
In addition, ReTSS offer nonmonetary benefits, which further contribute to consumers’ promotional response (Chandon,
Wansink, and Laurent 2000): convenience, smart-shopper, and
exploration benefits. First, ReTSS hold the promise of
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important convenience benefits. The broad offer propagates the
store as the place of choice, with a multitude of deals under one
roof, making it worth a visit. The common format makes it
clear to consumers what to look for and easy to spot the deals
in-store, reducing the search cost of promotional shopping
(Gauri, Sudhir, and Talukdar 2008).
Second, the use of complementary media may instill psychological triggers to participate. While store flyers and instore deals stimulate action, mass (TV) advertising is effective
at eliciting emotions that heighten the success of direct sales
incentives (Batra and Keller 2016; Pfeiffer and Zinnbauer
2010). In this vein, mass advertising that presents the ensemble
of ReTSS deals as one large, not-to-miss event may create
value-expression or smart-shopper benefits: the feeling of
being a responsible shopper when visiting the store (Bagozzi,
Baumgartner, and Yi 1992; Chandon, Wansink, and Laurent
2000).
Finally, ReTSS can create exploration benefits. To the
extent that ReTSS deals are announced in mass media to cover
a broad set of categories but are not individually listed in those
ads or grouped in one place inside the store, consumers may
become curious to discover which specific items are covered.
This may stimulate them to look for (promoted) items in-store
and to enjoy traveling the aisles (Chandon, Wansink, and Laurent 2000).
Table 2, Panel A, summarizes the links between ReTSS
characteristics and consumer awareness and interest (due to
perceived monetary and nonmonetary benefits). We expect
these links to apply to ReTSS in general but to be particularly
strong for events with more items, higher advertising budgets,
deeper discounts, and more resonant themes.

and Laurent 2000), these consumers may decide to visit the
promoting store instead of a competitor. Moreover, because
the perceived benefits are likely to exceed the cost of a visit
(Bell, Ho, and Tang 1998), consumers are more prone to
engage in extra trips during the event (visit-expansion effect).
The ReTSS mechanisms that attract new consumers may
also trigger current customers to more strongly accelerate their
shopping trips. While this further increases store traffic during
the event, it leaves these consumers with an unusually high
inventory that reduces their visit propensity in postevent weeks
(see, e.g., Gedenk and Neslin 1999).
Finally, more so than other promotions, ReTSS may produce direct cross-store switches that persist for some time
after the event. These switches can be in either direction.
On the positive side, increased awareness may produce more
sustained switches toward the promoting store. New customers may have found their way to the store and, having
become more familiar with it during the event, or realizing
its attractive features in-store, return even after the ReTSS
ends (Ailawadi, Gedenk, et al. 2007; Van Lin and Gijsbrechts
2014). Moreover, increased awareness may produce a
rewarded behavior effect of consumers feeling obliged to
those who treat them well (DeWulf, Odekerken-Schröder,
and Iacobucci 2001) and becoming more committed to the
store at the expense of competing stores. On the negative
side, the stronger promotion salience and emphasis on smart
shopping may trigger a reference-price effect and reduce
consumers’ willingness to visit at regular prices (Hamilton
and Chernev 2013). Even consumers who did not visit the
retailer during the event may exhibit such an effect and
switch to competing stores subsequently (Zeelenberg and Van
Putten 2005).

ReTSS-Induced Consumer Behaviors

Impact on store purchases. The promotion events may also
affect consumers’ purchases on a given visit, in a way that
differs from their regular promotion response. Even if they
maintain their visits before the ReTSS, awareness of and
interest in the upcoming event may make current customers
more strongly decelerate certain purchases—depleting inventories of items in their pantry to replenish them during the
event.
During the event period, and once customers are in the store,
the combination of benefits (rather than their reach or salience)
especially sets ReTSS apart from other promotions. These benefits may provoke multiple, sometimes countervailing, purchase responses. The monetary and convenience benefits may
enhance indirect cross-store switching, stimulating consumers
to procure promoted items at the ReTSS store instead of other
visited stores (Chandon, Wansink, and Laurent 2000). These
same benefits may also foster purchase expansion, as when
people buy and consume more of the promoted products (Ailawadi and Neslin 1998; Ailawadi, Gedenk, et al. 2007). Moreover, because they find the offer so interesting, consumers (in
particular current customers; Ailawadi, Gedenk, et al. 2007)
may more strongly accelerate their purchases, which increases
purchase volume in the course of the ReTSS period but

How do increases in awareness and perceived benefits translate
to consumer reactions to ReTSS, over and above business-asusual promotions? To see this, we discuss how they influence
the aforementioned promotion-response components, split into
visit responses (Table 2, Panel B) and purchase responses given
a visit (Table 2, Panel C).
Impact on store visits. The high awareness of ReTSS may make
consumers decelerate visits in anticipation of the event (Neslin
and van Heerde 2009, Sun 2005), and more strongly so than for
regular promotions. This is bolstered by the interest generated
by these events: the large expected monetary benefits and
emphasis on smart shopping reinforce consumers’ desire to
be economical (Chandon, Wansink, and Laurent 2000; Zhang
and Breugelmans 2012).
During the promotion period, we expect ReTSS to trigger
more direct cross-store switching than other promotion activities. Their high reach and salience make even noncustomers
aware of the event. Attracted by the promise of substantial
monetary benefits (which may act as a commitment device;
Lal and Matutes 1994) and smart-shopper benefits (which
make them feel like a responsible shopper; Chandon, Wansink,

Guyt and Gijsbrechts
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Table 2. ReTSS: Consumer Mechanisms and Store Outcomes.
A: Impact of ReTSS Characteristics on Consumer Awareness and Interest
Generates Higher…
Interest
Characteristic

Awareness

Unusually deep immediate discounts
Store-wide, covers broad range of categories
Common savings theme and deal format
Use of mass media (alongside store flyer and in-store
flagging)
Timing determined by retailer

P
P

Monetary Benefits

Nonmonetary Benefits

P
P
P

P
P
P

P

B: Implications for Store Visits
Consumer Mechanism

Resulting Promotion Component

Impact on Store Visits

Interest
Awareness

Monetary Benefits

Nonmonetary Benefits

P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P

Before
Trip deceleration
Direct cross-store switching
Visit expansion
Trip acceleration
Postpromotion direct switching from (or to)
other stores
Expected visit outcome

#

#

During
"
"
"
"
"

After

#
" (or #)
#

C: Implications for Store Purchases
Consumer Mechanism

Resulting Promotion Component

Impact on Store Purchases
(Volume)

Interest
Awareness

Monetary Benefits

Nonmonetary Benefits

P

P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
P

P

Before
Purchase deceleration
Indirect cross-store switching
Purchase expansion
Purchase acceleration
Halo effects
Postpromotion indirect switching from (or to)
other stores
Expected purchase outcome

#

During
"
"
"
"
" or #

After

#
" (or #)

#

"

#

Notes: The table summarizes how the impact of ReTSS differs from business-as-usual promotions. Panel A links event characteristics (left side) to resulting
consumer mechanisms (right side). For instance, because of the unusually deep, immediate discounts, ReTSS entail larger monetary benefits than regular
promotions (P). Panels B and C indicate which of these consumer mechanisms (left side) influence which promotion component (middle), and how this
component affects visits (right side of Panel B) and purchases per visit (right side of Panel C). " ¼ the promotion component in the row enhances the outcome
variable in the column; # ¼ the promotion component reduces the outcome variable; empty cells indicate that it has no impact. For instance: trip acceleration
enhances visits during (") but reduces visits after (#) the event, postpromotion direct switching to other stores reduces visits after the event (#), and so on.

produces deeper postevent purchase dips. When it comes to
halo effects, the impact of ReTSS relative to business-asusual promotions is equivocal. On the one hand, the perceived
monetary gains and smart-shopper benefit may produce a
windfall or licensing effect and justify extra expenses (Khan
and Dhar 2006; Van Heerde et al. 2008). Especially when

coupled with the exploration benefits (consumers traveling
more aisles), this may result in more (impulse) buying of nonpromoted items (Bell, Corsten, and Knox 2011; Stilley, Inman,
and Wakefield 2010). On the other hand, the monetary and
smart-shopping benefits may foster cherry-picking (Gauri,
Sudhir, and Talukdar 2008)—that is, more consumers visiting
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the store for promoted items alone. As such, ReTSS may also
come with smaller baskets.7
Likewise, indirect store switching after the event can go two
ways. On the positive side, ReTSS may more strongly expand
the future basket at the expense of competitors because newly
reached consumers have discovered the strengths of the store
(Ailawadi, Gedenk, et al. 2007) or because the highly salient
deals have elicited reciprocity and a shift in commitment to the
store (DeWulf, Odekerken-Schröder, and Iacobucci 2001). On
the negative side, this same promotion salience, along with the
increased emphasis on smart shopping, may make customers
less willing to pay the full price and cause shifts to rival stores
after an event (Van Heerde and Neslin 2017).

ReTSS Impact on Visits and Purchases over Time:
Expectations
Adding up the responses8 in each period (across the rows in
Table 2, Panels B and C), the bottom of Table 2 summarizes the
anticipated visit and purchase outcomes before, during, and
after the event. Compared with business-as-usual promotions,
we expect ReTSS to lower (extant) customers’ visits and purchases prior to the event. In the course of the ReTSS period, we
anticipate more visits, including visits from new customers.
Because the increase in basket size from temporal shifts,
expansion, or increased halo effects, on the one hand, is likely
to exceed any negative effects of cherry-picking (reduced halo
effects), on the other, we also expect purchases per visit to
more strongly increase. Following the event, although newly
acquired customers may continue to visit and buy at the store
for some time, we expect this effect to be outweighed by
below-baseline levels for extant customers, so we anticipate a
larger postevent drop in visits and purchases.
How these effects net out over time is not clear a priori, and
we leave it as an empirical issue. Next, we present the
household-level visit and conditional-purchase models used
to verify these effects.

Model
As indicated previously, a ReTSS may influence both the decision to visit a retailer and the basket size at that retailer. Similar
to Fox, Montgomery, and Lodish (2004) and Zhang and Breugelmans (2012), we model this in two layers.
Visit incidence. The first layer captures a household’s decision
about whether to visit a retailer in a given week. Like Zhang
and Breugelmans (2012), we focus on retailer-visit incidence
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rather than retailer choice for a given visit, because large-scale
events may well affect households’ trip organization and number of store visits (e.g., they may begin to split their grocery
trips between their regular and the promoting store in a given
week). We specify the probability that household h visits retailer r in week w as follows:


P hrw ¼ Probð v hrw >0Þ ¼ Prob u hrw >  ð a hr þ x hrw z h Þ ð1Þ
with
v hrw ¼ a hr þ x hrw z h þ u hrw ;

ð2Þ

where v hrw is a latent
 variable reflecting the utility of visiting
the store; a hr ; z h are the parameters; x hrw is a vector of
household-, retailer-, and/or week-specific utility drivers (further specified subsequently); and u hrw is an extreme-value distributed random component. A household may visit multiple
retailers in a given week (i.e., v hrw may be positive for different
retailers that the household visits in w), and these patronage
decisions are likely to be interdependent. To capture these
interdependencies and to accommodate the possibility that the
random components have retailer-specific variances, we
assume a multivariate heteroskedastic extreme-value distribution for u hrw and use a Farlie–Gumbel–Morgenstein copula
model to specify and estimate the corresponding retailer-visit
probabilities (see, e.g., Bhat and Sener 2009; Danaher and
Smith 2011; Web Appendix W2).
Conditional purchase volume. The second layer relates to households’ purchases at a retailer in a given week, equal to 0 if the
retailer is not visited, and some quantity pvolume hrw otherwise.
We model purchases conditional on a retailer visit as follows:
pvolume hrw jð visit hrw ¼ 1Þ



ð1  P hrw Þ  logð1  P hrw Þ
þ e hrw ;
¼ exp i hr þ z hrw b h þ t logð P hrw Þ þ
P hrw

ð3Þ
where visit hrw ¼ 1 if household h visited retailer r in week w;
i hr ; b h are parameters to be estimated; z hrw is a vector of
household-, retailer-, and/or week-specific regressors (specified in the next section); and e hrw is a random component. This
conditional purchase model is estimated only on observations
in which the household actually visited the store. To correct for
this selection issue (i.e., the nonrandom occurrence of the
store visits), we use the approach suggested by Dubin
and
n h McFadden (1984): we
io include the term
t logð P hrw Þ þ

ð1 P hrw Þ logð1 P hrw Þ
P hrw
9

in Equation 3 to ensure

unbiased parameter estimates. Moreover, the variance of the
7

The deep and salient ReTSS discounts may also produce unusual shifts from
nonpromoted to promoted items within the store (Gauri et al. 2017). Although
this leaves the purchase quantity unchanged, it may dampen current customers’
(increase in) monetary spending. We address this issue in the “Profitability”
subsection.
8
For a similar approach, see, for example, Narasimhan, Neslin and Sen (1996),
Geyskens, Gielens, and Dekimpe (2002), and Lim, Tuli, and Dekimpe (2018).

9

This approach is similar to two-step estimation of Tobit II models (see, e.g.,
Franses and Paap 2001, p. 146). In that approach, the first layer (in our setting,
visit incidence) is estimated using all observations. The second layer (in our
setting, purchases conditional on a visit) is estimated only on the subset of
observations in which the first layer is “activated” (in our case, an actual visit
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random purchase-quantity component e hrw is likely to depend
on the number of stores visited that week (i.e., on the split of the
total basket), and purchases at one store are likely to be interrelated with purchases at (an)other store(s) visited in the same
week. We capture this through a multivariate normal specification on the random components e hrw with heteroskedastic variances and nonzero covariances between visited retailers within
a household and week (details are in Web Appendix W2).
To accommodate unobserved household heterogeneity, the
parameters in the visit and purchase models follow a normal
mixing distribution (with means and standard deviations to be
estimated). We estimate Equations 1–3 with simulated maximum likelihood.

Data and Measures
Data
Our primary data source consists of GfK panel data from 2008,
week 31, until the last week of 2012. The data set contains
household purchase histories as well as weekly price levels and
feature activities at all Dutch retailers. We consider household
purchases at the top seven retailers in terms of market share.
Table 3, Panel A, provides some descriptive statistics for the
considered retailers, which, together, cover about 60% of the
Dutch grocery market. To ensure stable estimates, we retain
only households that remain in the panel for more than 26
weeks and that make at least ten visits to (any of) the top seven
chains throughout our observation window. For tractability, we
estimate our models on a random subsample of 1,000 households. On average, a household visits 1.19 retailers per week
and spends €31.73 per visited retailer. Albert Heijn has by far
the highest weekly visit rate (i.e., fraction of weeks with a chain
visit, averaged across households), followed by Aldi, C1000,
and Lidl. Weekly spending by store visitors is more comparable across chains, with slightly higher levels for Albert Heijn
and lower levels for the hard discounters.

Promotion Events: Descriptive Statistics
To identify the promotion events that qualify as ReTSS, we
combine several additional sources. We begin from a data set
compiled by GfK that contains descriptive information, by
retailer and week, on promotional actions that are somewhat
broader (i.e., covering more than one specific brand/SKU in a
specific category). As such, it includes a very diverse set of
promotional events. For each event, it contains the name as
communicated by the retailer, the event timing, and, in many
instances, information on the deal format and the promotional
took place) but includes a correction term (the inverse Mills ratio) to account
for the fact that only a selection of the total sample is considered. The
difference between the Tobit II approach and ours is that we use a logit
(instead of a probit) model in the first stage and use the McFadden–Dubin
correction factor (instead of the inverse Mills ratio) to account for the
selection issue.
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conditions. Wherever the latter event-specific information is
missing, we supplement it with data from newspapers and
industry sources available online. Our second source consists
of Nielsen data on weekly advertising spending, by retailer and
by medium. These data allow us to gauge the advertising support received by these events through mass media (TV, print,
and radio). Drawing on the event information and the characteristics in Table 1, two independent judges classified each
event as one of the following types: Seasonal Events (e.g.,
promotion events related to Easter, Christmas), Temporary
Loyalty Programs (e.g., saving stamps for collectables), Category Themes (e.g., “Best Deals with the C1000 Butcher”),
Popular Events (e.g., buying merchandising products for World
Cup Soccer), Business-as-Usual promotions (premiums, quantity discounts, or coupons on specific items that are not part of
an overarching theme), and ReTSS. The classification by the
experts was identical in 98.4% of the instances, and the few
disagreements were resolved through discussion.
Table 3, Panel B, provides an overview of the ReTSS.
We identify nine different ReTSS, all of which occur at
traditional retailers, as hard discounters have no such savings events. On average, a ReTSS event lasts three weeks,
with a maximum of four weeks, and some events recur
multiple times during our observation period (Web Appendix W3 documents the calendar times of the events). Each
ReTSS has a distinctive theme (e.g., “Hamsterweeks”),
whose core message is that the consumer can save large
amounts of money by shopping at the retailer during the
event. All ReTSS deals follow a unified format, with a
consistent (low) price point (e.g., all for €1; Event 2), deep
percentage discount (e.g., 50% off in Events 6 and 7), or a
multibuy offer (e.g., BOGO in Events 3, 4, and 5). The
items promoted under the theme heading usually rotate
weekly. While the number of items varies (ranging from
<30 per week for Event 1 to 100 per week for Event 2),
the deals span a wide range of categories. Moreover, as
Table 3 shows, retailers use mass-media advertising during
each ReTSS event.
Retailers may run different types of promotions concurrently; for example, during ReTSS weeks, consumers may also
receive (business-as-usual) deals on specific brands and SKUs
that are not part of the ReTSS offer. To isolate the impact of
ReTSS per se, it is therefore imperative to assess (and account
for) the overall depth and breadth of weekly promotional activity at the store level. Next to the event list and the advertising
data, the GfK scanner panel provides us detailed indications—
for each SKU in each week—on actual prices and promotions/
feature appearances. We use these data to calculate, for each
retailer-week, the total number of SKUs advertised in the store
flyer (including offers that do and do not fall under the event
theme), and the discount depth on promoted items (details on
the operationalization are provided in the variables section).
Table 3, Panel B, provides summary statistics for those variables during ReTSS, in absolute terms, as well as relative to
nonevent weeks at the same retailer. It shows that the focal
retailer carries more SKUs on feature and offers deeper
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Table 3. Descriptives.
A: Retailer Descriptives
Retailer

Albert
Heijn

C1000

Aldi

Lidl

Jumbo

Plus

SdB

Format

Hi–lo

Hi–lo

HD

HD

EDLP

Hi–lo

Hi–lo

Market share (%)
Average visit ratea
Average purchase amount (€/week)b

34.3
.38
45.58

17.5
.24
39.7

13.6
.25
30.01

11.3
.21
25.79

9.9
.11
41.65

7.4
.12
41.72

6.0
.09
33.45

B: Descriptives of ReTSS Events
Event
Retailer

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Plus

C1000

Albert
Heijn

Plus

C1000

Plus

C1000

Albert
Heijn

SdB

(Up to)
50% off

(Up to)
50% off

Items
for €.99

Event Characteristics
Deal format 50% off
Offer

Average
depth

# events (total)
# weeks/eventc
Scope (products per week)d
Resonancee

Items
for €1

BOGO

BOGO Multibuy

(Up to)
50% off

50%

40%

50%

50%

40%

30%

40%

30%

30%

1
4
10–20
1

12
3
100
57

8
3
50
73.25

4
4
50
7.5

3
3
50
.5

2
3
50
5

5
3
30
3.25

2
3
99
5

7
3
50
5

Overall Promotion Pressure During Event Weeks (Including Concurrent Business-as-Usual Promotions)
# feature
promotions
Mass-media
advertising
Discount depth
(%)

Level
Index
Level (€)
Index
Level
Index

1,053
1.16
328,245
.64
13.27
.89

2,039
1.48
881,994
1.03
18.90
1.22

2,223
1.16
756,147
.68
16.08
1.31

760
1,641
.83
1.19
589,446 660,743
1.15
.77
21.06
16.81
1.40
1.08

831
.91
30,035
.06
17.55
1.19

1,034
.75
1,106,662
1.29
15.51
1.00

3,554
1.85
1,087,833
.98
20.85
1.69

787
1.45
305,510
1.73
19.81
1.27

a

Fraction of weeks with household visit, averaged across households.
Weekly spending per household, conditional on store visit (in euros), averaged across households.
c
A detailed timeline for the ReTSS is given in Web Appendix W3.
d
Number of promotions that fall under the event-theme heading, based on anecdotal information and industry/press reports. “Products” can refer to entire
brands or SKUs.
e
Average of LexisNexis mentions in event-year.
Notes: Hi–lo ¼ adoption of a high–low pricing scheme; HD ¼ hard discounter; EDLP ¼ everyday low pricing. Level ¼ the average value at the retailer during event
weeks (including any concurrent business-as-usual promotions or advertising). Index ¼ the value relative to weeks without a ReTSS event at the same retailer.
During ReTSS weeks, the retailer also features other promotions that do not fall under the event-theme. Depending on the number and discount depth of such
other promotions, the total number of feature promotions and discount depth during ReTSS weeks may be higher or lower than usual. Likewise, mass-media
budgets can be lower during ReTSS weeks than non-ReTSS weeks because of mass-media image campaigns or communication of other events during non-ReTSS
weeks.
b

discounts (p < .01 for all events) in ReTSS weeks than in other
weeks.10
Even if all ReTSS events do enjoy mass-media support,
advertising spending is not always higher on average in event
weeks than in nonevent weeks (see Table 3). This is because
retailers advertise other types of events as well (see Table 1 and

Web Appendix W1) or engage in image advertising unrelated
to promotions, and because ad investments are subject to seasonal and long-term changes.11 To grasp the presence and timing of (extra) advertising support related to our savings events,
we regress retailers’ weekly advertising spending (stacked for
the four retailers involved in these events) against retailer-

10

11

See the “Variables and Operationalization” subsection for measurement
details. A comparison with discount depth and advertising levels during
other event types is provided in Web Appendix W1.

This explains the very low advertising index for Event 6 at Plus: the chain
markedly increased all its advertising investments from the second year
onward, and this event occurs only in the first observation year.
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Table 4. Model-Free Evidence.
Weekly Purchase Amount/
Household (in Euros)
Event
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Weekly Visit Propensity/
Household

Conditional Purchase Amount
(Per Visit, in Euros)

Baselinea

Event Weeks

Ratio

Baseline

Event Weeks

Ratio

Baseline

Event Weeks

Ratio

2.977(.360)
7.020(.652)
14.082(1.065)
2.977(.360)
7.020(.652)
2.977(.360)
7.020(.652)
14.082(1.065)
2.362(.966)

2.460(.063)
8.042(.766)
14.875(1.092)
3.165(.227)
7.138(.389)
3.408(.308)
7.075(.700)
14.051(.139)
2.647(.680)

.826
1.146
1.056
1.063
1.017
1.145
1.008
.998
1.121

.092(.007)
.216(.010)
.382(.012)
.092(.007)
.216(.010)
.092(.007)
.216(.010)
.382(.012)
.081(.032)

.086(.002)
.249(.011)
.404(.013)
.094(.006)
.226(.006)
.107(.011)
.213(.008)
.423(.007)
.094(.022)

.941
1.153
1.056
1.026
1.044
1.164
.986
1.106
1.151

32.422(2.708)
32.470(2.433)
36.832(2.631)
32.423(2.708)
32.470(2.433)
32.422(2.708)
32.470(2.433)
36.832(2.631)
28.949(2.129)

28.488(.216)
32.257(2.516)
36.816(2.237)
33.646(1.721)
31.632(1.510)
31.969(1.052)
33.142(2.141)
33.239(.531)
28.129(1.771)

.879
.993
1.000
1.038
.974
.986
1.021
.902
.972

a

Baseline weeks are weeks for the focal retailer without a ReTSS event for that retailer.
Standard deviation between brackets.

b

specific constants, time-related variables (i.e., year and quarter
dummies, a trend, and end-of-year and beginning-of-year dummies), and variables related to the occurrence of the ReTSS.
Specifically, we include dummy variables for (1) the week
before the start of an event, (2) the first event week, and (3)
the remaining event weeks. The results show that there is no
significant lead-week advertising effect, but that advertising is
typically higher in the first week of the event and lower in
remaining event weeks.

Model-Free Evidence
Table 4 provides model-free evidence on the impact of the
different ReTSS. For each retailer and event, it reports the
mean (standard deviation) of the weekly unconditional purchase amount per household (in euros), the weekly visit propensity per household, and the purchase amount conditional on
a visit in that week. It does so for event weeks as well as
baseline weeks (in which no ReTSS takes place at the focal
retailer) and calculates the change rate.
A few tentative observations can be made. First, for most
events (seven of nine), spending levels are higher during event
weeks. Second, this overall spending shift conceals countervailing forces: whereas retailer patronage (i.e., the number of
households visiting the chain at least once) typically increases
during event weeks, spending per visitor often decreases.
Third, there are differences between events: some ReTSS show
sizable increases in sales (e.g., Events 2 and 6, with spending
levels that are almost 15% higher), others seem less successful
(e.g., Event 1, during which we observe a 17% sales decline).
The ReTSS effects also vary within retailers, as illustrated by
Events 2 and 7, which—although organized by the same
chain—show different spending increases.
However, the values in Table 4 should be treated with caution. First, they do not distinguish quantity from price effects
(consumers paying less per unit during event weeks). Second,
because they do not control for changes in other variables that
co-occur with the events, they cannot be interpreted as causal
effects. Third, they do not allow us to separate the dynamic

(over-time) impact of the events. Fourth, they do not account
for reaction differences among consumers. Our formal modeling approach addresses these issues.

Variables and Operationalization
Table 5 describes the variables and their operationalization. For
each household, we set aside a 26-week initialization period
and use the remaining observations for calibration.
The dependent variable in the retailer-visit model is a
dummy equal to 1 for each retailer patronized by the household
in the considered week, and 0 otherwise. In the purchasevolume model, the dependent variable is the logarithm of the
volume purchased ( pvolume hrw ) at each retailer visited by the
household in a given week. Note that, like Ma et al. (2011), we
express the purchase volume, which is an aggregate across
categories with different volume units (e.g., liters, grams), in
constant average prices: we first multiply each category purchase quantity by the category’s average unit price (across
retailers in an initialization period) and then sum up over categories. By using constant prices, we ensure that variations in
the purchase variable reflect only changes in quantity. The logtransform accommodates skewness in the purchase distribution
and facilitates the interpretation and comparability of the parameters across households with different purchase levels.
As explanatory variables, next to retailer constants, we incorporate multiple drivers of store visits and purchases identified in
the literature (see, e.g., Fox, Montgomery, and Lodish 2004; Van
Heerde and Neslin 2017). A first set comprises seasonal and statedependence variables. To account for seasonality, we include
end-of-year, beginning-of-year, and Easter dummies
( EoY w ; BoY w ; Easter w Þ. Households that buy more in a given
week (at any retailer) may be less inclined to shop or purchase in
subsequent weeks because of built-up inventory; this is captured
by the variable inventory hw , which we standardize within
households. The visit-incidence model further includes a statedependence variable ( lag visit hrw ; indicating whether the household visited the retailer in the previous week) and a retailer-share
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Table 5. Variable Descriptions.
Variable Name
Seasonal and stateEoY w ð BoY w Þ
dependence variables Easter w
inventory hw
lag visit hrw
lag pvolume hrw
ret share hr
avg pvolume hr
Other marketing-mix
variablesb

regprice hrw
assort hrw
dist hr
loy rw ; pop rw , seas rw ; cat rw
lag other rw

Event-relatedc
variables: immediate

advertising rw
percfeat hrw
discdepth hrw
event #Xrw
comp event hrw

Event-relatedc
variables: dynamic

lead event rw lag event rw
lag event medium rw
lag event visit hrw
lag event pvolume hrw
lag event medium visit hrw
lag event medium pvolume hrw

Variable Description
Dummy equal to 1 in the last (first) two week(s) of the year, zero elsewhere
Dummy equal to 1 in the week before and following Easter, zero elsewhere
Inventory of household h in week w, obtained as previous inventory ( inventory hw1 )
plus last-week purchases (across all stores) minus weekly household consumption
rate (based on ), and then standardized within household and year
Dummy equal to 1 if household h visited r in the previous week, zero otherwise
Logarithm of purchase volume of household h at retailer r in the previous week.
Because households who did not visit r in week w  1 have zero lagged purchases,
a small amount (€.01) is added before taking logs.
Share of household h’s visits to retailer r in a 26-week initialization period among the
seven retailers
Average weekly purchase volume of household h at retailer r (conditional on a visit),
in a 26-week initialization period
Regular price index for retailer r in week w  1 relative to the market average,
obtained as a weighted category average using household-category weightsa
Assortment size index for retailer r in week w  1 relative to the market average,
based on product availability in the preceding four-week period and obtained as a
weighted category average using household-category weightsa
Distance in meters between household address and nearest outlet of retailer r
(updated quarterly), log-transformed
Dummy equal to 1 if a loyalty, popular, seasonal or category event occurs at retailer r
in week w
Lagged variable for other events: dummy equal to 1 if a loyalty, popular, seasonal, or
category event finished at retailer r in week w  1
Weekly TV, radio, and print ad expenditures (excluding store flyer) for retailer r in
week w relative to the market average (in thousands of Euros), log-transformed
Percentage of assortment in feature promotion at retailer r in week w relative to the
market average, obtained as a weighted category average using householdcategory weightsa
Average discount depth on promoted items at retailer r in week w relative to the
market average, obtained as a weighted category average using householdcategory weightsa
Dummy equal to 1 during ReTSS event #X at retailer r (X ¼ 1 ! NE)
Weighted average of ReTSS dummies for competing retailers in week w, with
inverse of log of distance as weights
Lead (lag) dummy equal to 1 in the week preceding (following) an event at retailer r
(0 otherwise)
Variable equal to .5, .333 and .25 in the second, third, and fourth week following the
ReTSS event (0 otherwise), to capture lagged effects beyond the immediate
postevent week.
Dummy activated only in the postevent week and equal to 1 if household h visited r
during the preceding ReTSS event (0 otherwise)
Variable activated only in the postevent week and equal to the maximum (logged)
weekly volume of household h at r during the preceding event (0 otherwise)
Variable equal to .5, .333, and .25 in the second, third, and fourth week following the
event if household h visited r during the preceding event (0 otherwise)
Variable equal to .5, .333, and .25 in the second, third and fourth week following the
event, multiplied with the maximum (logged) weekly volume of household h at r
during the preceding event (0 otherwise)

a

See Web Appendix W4 for details.
Marketing-mix effects unrelated to the ReTSS events, but including other types of promotion events.
c
Variables related to the ReTSS events. These include advertising, feature and discount depth, which may be higher than usual during event weeks due to extra
event-specific investments or deals in those weeks.
Notes: All purchase volumes are expressed in constant average prices.
b

variable ( ret share hr ; measured as the share of household visits
to the retailer in a 26-week initialization period). Likewise, the
conditional purchase model includes the household’s lagged (log)

purchases ð lag pvolume hrw Þ to capture state-dependence effects,
and the (log of) average weekly purchases at the retailer in the
initialization period ð avg pvolume hr Þ.
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Second, we incorporate marketing variables unrelated to the
ReTSS. These include the (log-transformed) distance to the
nearest retailer outlet ð dist hr Þ and a household-, retailer-, and
week-specific regular price ð regprice hrw Þ and assortment variable ( assort hrw Þ constructed using household-specific category
weights (see Table 5 and Web Appendix W4) and then indexed
relative to the average across retailers in that same week to
accommodate competitive effects. Because households cannot
observe regular prices and assortments prior to visiting the
store, we use past-week values to reflect households’ expectations for these variables. To account for the occurrence of other
types of promotion events, we include dummy variables for
popular events ( pop rw ), temporary loyalty programs ( loy rw Þ,
seasonal events ( seas rw ), and category events ( cat rw ). The
variable lag other rw accommodates any dips in the week following these other events.
The third set of variables captures the impact of the ReTSS
events during event weeks. These include the (log of) investments in mass media ð advertising rw Þ, the percentage of SKUs
featured in the store flyer in the considered week ( percfeat hrw Þ,
and the average discount depth for promoted items
( discdepth hrw )—the latter variables, again, aggregated at the
store level with household-specific category weights and
indexed relative to the market average. These variables capture
the overall communication and promotional activity of the
store in the considered week,12 including any changes in advertising, featuring, or discounting due to the ReTSS. In addition,
for each of the NE ReTSS events, we include a dummy variable
ð event X rw ; X ¼ 1 ! N E Þ equal to 1 during event weeks at
the retailer, and 0 otherwise. The event-dummy coefficients
capture the extra impact of the ReTSS, over and above their
effect through communication and discounts. Thus, a significant positive coefficient would imply that offering and advertising the deals under a common savings theme enhances their
impact. To allow for a differential event effect on retailer-visit
incidence and purchases of more- versus less-customary store
shoppers, we include an interaction with the initial retailershare variable ( ret share hr  event rw Þ in both equations.
Assuming a positive main effect of the ReTSS events, a negative coefficient for the interaction would mean that the event
produces a smaller visit or purchase lift among customary
shoppers at the store. Events at competing retailers can affect
the visit propensity through comp event rw , a distanceweighted variable of ReTSS dummies at rival retailers.
The fourth set of variables relates to the ReTSS dynamics.
Lead event rw captures any anticipation effects in the
week prior to the ReTSS event, whereas lag event rw
( lag event medium rw Þ captures carryover effects in the first
(four) weeks following the event (see also Table 5). Because
12

We use same-week values for these variables. Mass media and feature ads
are observable outside the store. This also holds for discounts to the extent that
they appear in the flyer and/or on the store’s website. If (many) consumers fail
to consult these sources, this will simply dampen the discount coefficient in the
store visit model.
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anticipation and carryover effects may differ between more and
less customary shoppers, we again include interactions with the
households’ initial retailer-visit share. Finally, the tendency to
revisit the store or the impact of previous on current purchases
may be different for shoppers who patronized the store during
the event: it may be higher because of increased store salience
and a positive store experience, or lower because the previous
visit or purchases were promotion-induced. To accommodate
this, we add extra lagged variables to the visit
( lag event visit hrw , lag event medium visit hrw ) and the purchase equation ð lag event pvolume hrw ; lag event medium
pvolume hrw ), activated only for households that visited the
retailer during the preceding event. These variables operate
over and above the regular lag visit hrw and lag pvolume hrw
variables, and capture deviations from business-as-usual carryover effects due to the ReTSS event.13 Drawing on the Belsley–
Kuh–Welsch diagnostics and the correlation matrices, we find
no multicollinearity.14

Estimation Results
Store Visits
Table 6 reports the results for the visit-incidence model. With
an average probability for hits of .654, the model fits the data
well, and far better than chance.15 For simplicity of exposition,
in this section we focus on the estimated population means. We
briefly discuss the control variables (i.e., the seasonal, state
dependence, and other marketing variables) first. Inventory
reduces the propensity to visit a store. The coefficient of the
household’s initial retailer share is positive, pointing to
explained heterogeneity, as is the lag-visit parameter, indicating that shoppers tend to revisit a retailer where they shopped
before. Distance exerts a negative, and assortment a positive,
impact. The regular-price coefficient is not significant, probably because most of the price variation is promotional and thus
captured in the discount variable. Except for seasonal events,
the coefficients of non-ReTSS events (i.e., loyalty, popular, or
category events) are not significant, nor is their lag—indicating
that they do not alter traffic relative to business-as-usual weeks
(which serves as the reference).
Turning to the immediate ReTSS-related effects, we find
that discount depth, percentage of SKUs featured, and ad
spending have the expected positive impact. In addition, all
13
Because the model does not include separate lagged discount, advertising, or
feature variables, the lagged variables related to the ReTSS capture the
postpromotion effects of the event including its support activities (i.e., the
extra discounts, advertising, and feature linked to the event).
14
All correlations remain (well) below .7, except for that between lag_event_
pvolume and the interaction ret_share  lag_event, which equals .715. In the
Belsley–Kuh–Welsch analysis, the highest condition index (39.9 for visits,
42.7 for spending) never has two variables with variance-decomposition
proportions higher than .5.
15
With random assignment, the probability for hits would be .20—that is, the
fraction of household-weeks in the data set in which a particular store is (vs. is
not) visited, averaged across stores.
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Table 6. Parameter Estimates.
Visits
Variable Name

Conditional Purchase Volume

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

.039*
.249**
.190**
.070**
1.275**
—
5.125**
—
.003
.242**
.617**
.002
.011
.037*
.004
.017
.055**
.056**
.028*
.020
.472**
.424**
.251**
.180**
.434**
.134**
.447**
.279**
.461**
.154**
.024
.411**
.332**
1.065**
.838**
2.541**
.878**
—
2.938**
—
—
.521**
yes

.013
.004
.006
.001
.696**
—
2.939**
—
.005*
.255**
.072**
.017
.015
.026
.001
.045**
.080**
.023**
.020**
.092
.012
.068*
.080
.027
.019
.009
.070
.023
.018
.001
.003
.066
.012
.064
.028
.175
.025
—
.002
—
—
.293**
yes

.059**
.064**
.078**
.034**
—
.011**
—
.948**
.001
.037**
.018**
.030*
.014*
.011
.013*
.011*
.007*
.020**
.012*
.001
.182**
.201**
.123*
.046*
.173**
.084**
.110**
.098**
.149**
.004
.004
.067*
.018
.113**
.085**
.196**
—
.007*
—
.013**
.010*
.180**
yes

.024
.016
.010
.013*
—
.020**
—
.020**
.006**
.017**
.006**
.030*
.029**
.007
.031**
.0001
.010**
.036**
.014**
.100*
.007
.091**
.003
.078**
.091*
.008
.060
.006
.014
.027
.009
.017
.006
.029
.024
.003
—
.0002
—
.001
.028**
.025**
yes

Seasonal and state-dependence variables

Other marketing-mix variables

Event-related variables: immediate

Event-related variables: dynamic

EoYw
BoYw
Easterw
inventory hw
lag visit hrw
lag pvolume hr: w
ret share hr
avg pvolume hr
regprice hrw
assort hrw
dist hr
pop rw
loy rw
seas rw
cat rw
lag other rw
advertising rw
percfeat hrw
discdepth hrw
event #1rw
event #2rw
event #3rw
event #4rw
event #5rw
event #6rw
event #7rw
event #8rw
event #9rw
ret share hr event rw
comp event hrw
lead event rw
ret share hr  lead event hrw
lag event rw
lag event medium rw
ret share hr  lag event hrw
ret share hr  lag event medium hrw
lag event visit hrw
lag event pvolume hrw
lag event medium visit hrw
lag event medium pvolume hrw

correction_factor (McFadden–Dubin)
Constant
Retailer Dummies

*p < .05.
**p < .01.
Notes: Two-tailed tests of significance. For brevity, means and standard deviations of the retailer dummy coefficients and parameters of the error correlation
structure are estimated but not reported.

events show positive and significant dummy coefficients—
except Event 1, whose impact is not significant. For the remaining events, the coefficients range from b ¼ .134 (Event 7, p <
.01) to b ¼ .472 (Event 2, p < .01). Overall, this indicates that
ReTSS do enhance store patronage during event weeks beyond
the pure discount or advertising effects. The negative parameter associated with the Retailer Share  Event interaction

(b ¼ .461, p < .01) indicates that ReTSS draw disproportionately less from regular store customers. A competing retailer
event lowers the likelihood of a store visit for the focal retailer
(b ¼ .154, p < .01). This confirms that, because of their high
awareness and unusual perceived benefits, the events attract
new customers through extra visits and/or direct store
switching.
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As for the dynamics, the coefficient of the lead-event
dummy is not significant (p > .10), but its interaction with the
household’s prior retailer share is significantly negative (b ¼
.411, p < .01), indicating that regular customers postpone
store visits in anticipation of the event. We obtain negative
coefficients for the lagged-event variables in the week following the event (b ¼ .332, p < .01) and afterward (b ¼ 1.065,
p < .01), as well as for their interactions with the households’
initial retailer-visit share (b ¼ .838, b ¼ 2.542, p < .01).
This is consistent with stronger acceleration effects among
heavier (i.e., more frequent) customers. Interestingly, though,
the coefficients of lag event visit hrw (b ¼ .878, p < .01) and
lag event visit medium hrw (b ¼ 2.938, p < .01) are positive
and larger. These effects operate over and above the regular
revisit tendency captured by lag_visit. Thus, households that
did not patronize the store during the event seem even less
likely to do so in postevent weeks, possibly because the
previous-deal salience and emphasis on smart shopping make
them less willing to patronize the store at full prices. Conversely, visitors during the event, who built up store familiarity,
have an even stronger tendency to return to the store.

Conditional Purchase Volumes
The right-hand side of Table 6 reports the results for the
purchase-volume model conditional on a visit. The pseudoR2, compared with a null model with store intercepts only,
equals .702, and the mean absolute percentage error of predicted versus actual purchase volumes is only 6.92%, pointing
to high explanatory power. Turning to the parameter estimates,
we first consider the control variables. Households buy more at
their customary store, as shown by the positive coefficients of
average initial retailer purchases and lagged purchases. However, they procure smaller baskets when their inventory is still
high. Purchases are higher in nearby stores with larger assortments. The regular-price coefficient is not significant—possibly, again, due to lack of variation. Once in-store, households
spend less during loyalty, popular, and category events than
during business-as-usual promotion weeks.16
Our focus is on the ReTSS-related effects. As for the immediate effects, we find that baskets increase with deeper discounts and more mass-media advertising. Whereas feature
activity enhances households’ propensity to visit the store, it
has a negative impact in the conditional-purchase model, suggesting that feature ads attract smaller-basket shoppers.17 The
event-dummy coefficients again reflect the impact of the event
over and above the discounts and advertising investments per
16
Because the retailer’s overall promotion depth and breadth in a given week
are separately accounted for in the model, this suggests that if more of the
promotions are linked to loyalty programs (often delayed rewards) or
concentrated in specific categories/linked to specific popular events, the
purchase lift is lower.
17
For a similar argument, see Fox, Montgomery, and Lodish (2004). We note
that because more feature activity significantly enhances visits to the store, the
total impact on (unconditional) purchases is positive.
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se. They are significantly positive for eight of nine events (and
insignificant for the other): the effect is largest for Event 2 (b ¼
.182), Event 3 (b ¼ .201), and Event 6 (b ¼ .173) (all ps < .01).
The coefficient of the Retailer Share  Event interaction is
negative but smaller in absolute value (b ¼ .150, p < .01).
Thus, even for regular customers, baskets tend to increase during event weeks because customers stock up on promoted items
(acceleration), consume more (expansion), and/or explore the
aisles or feel licensed to purchase extra nonpromoted items
(halo effects). In contrast, although events at nearby rival stores
reduce households’ propensity to visit, they do not affect purchases beyond the competitive impact already included in the
relative discount variable (p > .10).
Turning to the dynamics, the main lead effect is insignificant (b ¼ .004, p > .10), but its interaction with retailer-visit
share is negative (b ¼ .067, p < .05), indicating that current
customers decelerate purchases if they suspect an upcoming
event. Finally, we obtain an interesting pattern of postevent
effects. Heavier customers show deeper quantity dips immediately following the event (b ¼ .085, p < .01) and in the few
weeks afterward (b ¼ .196, p < .01), a pattern indicative of
purchase acceleration. However, consumers who bought more
at the store during the event show a positive effect afterward (b
¼ .0073, p < .05; b ¼ .013, p < .01), consistent with the notion
of increased store familiarity or commitment.

Simulations
Although the coefficients in Table 6 shed light on the significance of event effects, they do not give a clear picture of the
effect sizes or the net outcome of the (countervailing)
dynamics. We use simulations to provide such insights. Using
the actual data as a backdrop, we dynamically predict the panelists’ visit sequence and purchase volumes per visit for each
retailer, using their posterior estimates of the visit and purchase
models and based on the procedure described in Train (2009).
Starting from the first week, we calculate the panelist’s visit
probability for each retailer in the subsequent week. We then
simulate 100 shopping sequences, each time taking a random
draw from this probability to predict whether the retailer is
visited in the shopping sequence in that week. For each visited
retailer, we calculate the panelist’s purchase volume based on
the conditional-purchase model coefficients. Using these values, we update all the dynamic variables (i.e., inventory and all
lagged variables) for the next week. We then average the
results across shopping sequences to obtain the panelist’s visits,
conditional purchases, and total purchases (not conditional on a
visit; thus equal to 0 in weeks without a store visit) per week
and retailer. Using the actual retailer prices during event and
nonevent weeks, we also obtain the corresponding spending
levels. Finally, we add a layer to the simulations in which we
draw sets of values for the means and standard deviations of the
mixing distributions and obtain the corresponding posterior
estimates by household and the associated ReTSS effects.
We use the distribution of these outcomes to assess the statistical significance of the effects.
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We simulate three scenarios. In the Baseline scenario, we
use the actual levels of the non-event-related explanatory variables but, in weeks where a ReTSS occurred, we set the eventrelated dummies to 0, and the promotion (discount depth and
percentage of SKUs on feature) and advertising variables equal
to their expected level in nonevent weeks.18 In the Event þ
Support scenario, we fix a (three-week) event period. For each
retailer, in turn, we assume that an event at that retailer took
place (i.e., we activate all event-related variables for that retailer, set the promotion and advertising variables to their values
during the retailer’s event period, and flag the presence of a
competing event for other retailers). To separate the impact of
increased advertising and discounting from that of the event
theme as such, we also consider a Support Only scenario, in
which we keep advertising, features, and discounts at their
event levels but set the event-related dummies to 0. For each
retailer and week, we then compare the households’ visit propensity, purchase volumes, and spending in the Event þ Support and Support Only scenarios with the Baseline.

Impact During Event Weeks
Table 7, Panel A, reports the change in weekly visit propensity,
purchases (spending) conditional on a visit, and total weekly
store purchases (spending) during the event period, based on
comparison of the Event þ Support and the Baseline scenarios.
It does so for the average, worst, and best event (results for
individual events are in Web Appendix W5). As we expected,
for eight of nine events, ReTSS leads to significant increases in
store visit propensity. Visit incidence during event weeks
increases by 7.75% on average (a 1.58-percentage-point
increase, p < .01), but with variation across events (lowest
value: .25% for Event 7, highest value: 20.22% for Event
6). As the “Conditional Volume” row indicates, average basket
sizes during ReTSS weeks also increase, but the effect is minimal (þ.34% on average) and statistically insignificant. Combining the two, we find that the “Total Volume” typically
increases during event weeks, with an average lift of 8.47%
(p < .01) and an increase of up to 20.74% for the most successful event (Event 6). Retailers thus enjoy a clear upswing in
visits and total purchases19 in the course of the event. On average, this lift in purchase volume translates to a 3.67% immediate spending increase, with significant positive numbers for
six of nine events, ranging from a decrease of 8.94% for the
18

The “expected” ad spending is the actual ad spending minus the estimated
percentage reduction in the first event week, based on a regression of retailers’
weekly (log of) ad spending against dummies for the pre-event week, the first
event week, and the remaining event weeks. The “expected” discount (feature)
level is the actual level minus the estimated extra discounts (features) during
event weeks, based on a regression of retailers’ weekly discounts (features)
against event dummies. In all regressions, we control for trend, seasonal, and
retailer fixed effects.
19
Note that the absolute impact on total purchases in Table 7 represents the
increase for a “random” household. Because many households never visit a
particular store, these figures may appear very low, but their economic
significance is discussed in the profitability section.
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worst-performing event and to an increase of 14.61% for the
best-performing event.

Dynamic Effects
The question remains (1) to what extent extra visits or higher
purchases during the event period are due to the ReTSS as such,
rather than merely to the accompanying promotion or advertising effort, and (2) if they are offset by negative pre- and postevent effects. Using the simulation results (i.e., comparing the
Event þ Support and Baseline scenarios), we calculate the
changes in visits and total purchase volumes before, during,
and after the event. We also consider the impact of increased
mass advertising, featuring, and discount support absent an
event theme (i.e., the difference between the Support Only and
Baseline scenarios; Figure WA1 in Web Appendix W5 plots
these results for three exemplar events). Two findings emerge.
First, the larger part of the uplift during event weeks (across all
events: 89.24% for visits, 80.91% for conditional volume)
stems from the event as such: simply stepping up advertising
or promotion activities entails a much smaller increase in visits
and purchases (for details by event, see Web Appendix W5).20
Second, the ReTSS impact extends beyond the event period
and subsides in about eight weeks.
Building on these insights, Table 7 reports, for each event,
the impact (Event þ Support minus Baseline) in the preceding
week (Panel B), the eight weeks following the event (Panel C),
and the net impact (Panel D). The table confirms the presence
of negative anticipation effects in visits (2.70% on average),
basket sizes (2.02%), and total purchase volumes (7.84%;
all ps < .01). Interestingly, the pattern of postevent effects is
mixed. Against expectations, visits are still higher on average
in the eight-week period following the event (þ1.45%, p <
.05), but this effect is nullified by lower purchase volumes per
visit (.86%, p < .01). Combining the figures across periods,
we find that while the events yield a net visit increase on
average (þ2.68%, p < .01), this is partly offset by smaller
basket sizes (.66%, p < .01), resulting in only a 1.08% (p
< .05) net increase in total purchase volume. For total incremental spending, we observe a bleak overall picture: the average being close to 0 (.10%, p > .05), albeit again with
differences between events (3.74% to þ3.23%).

Impact by Customer Segment
Drawing on our conceptual framework and estimation results,
we expect the values in Table 7 to conceal reaction differences
between more and less customary shoppers of the store. To
further explore this, for each retailer and event, we consider
the visit and purchase effects for bins of customers with lower
versus higher prior visit shares at that retailer (each bin representing an incremental 10% prior visit rate; plots for exemplary
20

We also ran separate simulations for Advertising Support Only and
Discount/Feature Support Only and find that the largest impact comes from
discount/feature support. Details are available on request.
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Table 7. Overall Impact of ReTSS over Time.
Average
Level
A: During
Visit
1.58**
Cond. volume
11.89
Total volume
50.15**
Total spending
27.38**
B: Before
Visit
.56*
Cond. volume
75.15**
Total volume
38.03**
Total spending
37.96**
C: Aftera
Visit
.36*
Cond. volume
31.39**
Total volume
2.08
Total spending
2.00
D: Net Effect (All Periods)b
Visit
.59**
Cond. volume
24.22**
Total volume
7.98*
Total spending
2.35*

Worst
%

Best

Level

%

Level

%

7.75%
.34%
8.47%
3.63%

.06
69.33**
18.14*
30.22*

.25%
1.94%
6.69%
8.94%

2.21**
178.82**
54.05**
117.86**

20.22%
5.00%
20.74%
14.61%

2.70%
2.02%
7.84%
7.84%

.34*
158.13*
75.00**
78.30**

3.64%
4.24%
9.10%
9.10%

.23*
3.72
15.12**
16.51**

2.31%
.10%
7.61%
7.61%

1.45%
.86%
.58%
.58%

.09
48.77**
3.82**
4.17**

1.08%
1.33%
2.30%
2.30%

.31**
3.33*
1.56
1.58

3.07%
.09%
.58%
.58%

2.68%
.66%
1.08%
.10%

.00
47.71**
7.07**
17.85**

.02%
1.31%
2.71%
3.74%

.74**
.78
40.49**
21.39**

6.91%
.01%
4.93%
3.23%

*p < .05.
**p < .01.
a
Impact over the eight-week period following the event.
b
Impact over the 12-week period (1 pre-event week þ 3 event weeks þ 8 postevent weeks).
Notes: One-tailed tests of significance based on distribution across parameter draws. % ¼ the percentage change relative to the no-event baseline. Results for all
events are given in Web Appendix W5. “Worst” and “Best” correspond to the lowest and highest % figures across events for a given period and outcome variable.
Conditional volume ¼ the change in purchase volume over the considered period, per household, given a visit, and expressed in constant monetary value (Euros).
Total volume ¼ the change in total purchase volume (in Euros) over the considered period, per household, unconditional on a store visit (so: zero if the household
did not visit the store in those weeks). Total spending ¼ the revenue equivalent of total volume, based on actual prices during (or before/after) the event. The
economic significance of these figures is clear from Table 9, where we report the equivalent revenue value at the market level.

events are given in Web Appendix W5). We find that visits
increase especially for nonregular customers of the store; for
example, for Event 4 (which is close to average), the visit
propensity increases by 21% for consumers with a 5% priorvisit probability (first bin) against a status quo for those with a
45% prior-visit rate (fifth bin). These consumers also account
for the largest lift in purchase volumes; for example, for Event
4, the total purchase lift amounts to 35% for consumers with a
5% prior-visit rate, but only 8.3% for those with a 45% priorvisit rate. Higher-bin customers do not generate net volume
gains: these consumers do not increase their visit rates, and
their extra purchases during event weeks are likely cannibalizing nonpromotion purchases during or following the event.

Competitive Effects
If ReTSS yield extra business during the event, who suffers? To
address this, we check the changes in visits and purchases in
rival stores produced by a ReTSS at the focal store and calculate the portion of these changes that is borne by traditional
versus hard-discount chains. We find that the larger share the
competitive shifts (i.e., about 67% [70%] of the competitive
visit [purchase] losses) is at the expense of traditional

supermarket rivals, but this may merely be because they represent a larger share of the market (72%) to begin with. To
explore this further, we identify the consumers who contribute
most strongly (top 10%) versus least strongly (bottom 10%) to
the ReTSS’s (immediate) visit and purchase lift and compare
their store-type allegiance in the initialization period. Interestingly, we find that for each event and for both visits and purchases, the more responsive consumers have a significantly
higher share of wallet at hard-discount chains (on average,
more than twice the share: 31% vs. 14%; for more details, see
Web Appendix W6). Thus, hard-discount shoppers in particular incur extra visits and increase their purchase volume in
response to the event. In summary, this indicates that although
both traditional competitors and discounters suffer, ReTSS
events disproportionately draw business from hard-discount
rivals.

Success Drivers and Profitability
Drivers of ReTSS Success
The results show substantial differences in impact between
ReTSS events. What drives these differences? In line with our
conceptualization, the success of a ReTSS (over and above the
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Table 8. Impact of ReTSS Characteristics.
Population Mean
Variable Name
Deal format (BOGO ¼ reference)
Fixed price
% off
Scope
Discount depth
Advertising budget
Theme resonance
Number of previous occurrences

Population SD
A: Visits

.343*
.034
.010**
.013
.022
.0013**
.003**

Population Mean

Population SD

B: Conditional Purchase Volume
.051*
.003
.0001
.0013*
.034*
.0003
.002**

.055
.026
.0008
.002
.032
.0011**
.0035**

.007
.038*
.0003*
.001*
.058**
.0005**
.000

*p < .05.
**p < .01.
Notes: Two-tailed tests of significance. For brevity, we report only the coefficients of the ReTSS characteristics (i.e., the moderator variables). The full set of
estimation results for visits and conditional purchases can be requested from the first author.

accompanying advertising and discounting) may depend on the
deal format (i.e., uniform [low] price per product, BOGO, or
percentage discount), scope (number of products eligible for
the ReTSS each week), discount depth, (extra) amount spent on
advertising, and resonance of the event theme. To explore this
further, we conduct a moderator analysis21: we rerun the visit
and conditional-purchase models after replacing the event
dummies with a function of these characteristics. Because,
unlike the other characteristics, theme resonance is not directly
observable, we approximate it through media attention to the
ReTSS, as reflected in the number of LexisNexis mentions
(offline and online articles that refer to the ReTSS) for each
year in which it runs. To reduce the concern that ReTSS’s
success drives the media attention (rather than the other way
round), we use previous-year values for the LexisNexis mentions. We also add the number of times the event has run before
as a potential driver, the impact of which may be positive
(higher event recognition) but also negative (wear-out).
Table 8, Panels A and B, summarize the key results. Recall
that because advertising and promotion are separately
accounted for in the model, these coefficients indicate what
makes the event as such more successful, over and above the
underlying ad budgets, features, and discounts. We find that
while the ReTSS’s design characteristics hardly shape the
conditional-purchase effects (Table 8, Panel B), they do influence its impact on visits (Table 8, Panel A). Stronger synergetic
effects are generated from ReTSS that cover more items. Deal
format also matters: (deep) percentage discounts and BOGOs
contribute equally strongly to ReTSS success, whereas uniform
prices (the financial advantage of which is less clear) bring
somewhat lower visit and purchase lifts. Discount depth is not
significant, probably because it hardly varies within deal formats. And although retailers always use mass media to advertise the ReTSS, higher levels for those budgets do not
21

Because we cannot claim that the link between the event characteristics and
outcomes is strictly causal, the moderator analysis is exploratory and should be
treated with some caution.

differentiate more from less successful events. We do find a
strong positive association with press coverage (LexisNexis
mentions in the previous year), which enhances both visit propensity and basket size. Together, this suggests that it is the
content of the message that matters (rather than the advertising
weight) and underscores that having a unique, resounding
theme is key. Finally, ReTSS events that ran more frequently
in the past do worse in terms of visits and basket size, suggesting the presence of wear-out.

Impact on Retailer Profitability
So far, we have documented how ReTSS events affect consumer visits, purchase volumes, and spending. However, even
if spending increases, an event may still be unprofitable if the
revenue increase for the retailer does not outweigh the margin
losses on ReTSS-promoted items. To calculate the profit implications rigorously, we would need detailed information on (1)
the specific items sold under the ReTSS heading for each event
week, (2) regular retailer margins on these items compared
with items that consumers may have shifted away from, and
(3) retailer pass-through for all these items in event and nonevent weeks. Because we do not have such data, we resort to
back-of-the-envelope approximations of event profitability.
For each store and event, we do know the average fraction of
revenue sold on deal in event and nonevent weeks and the
average discount depth for items sold on deal in such weeks.
Based on these figures, the total (gross) profit associated with
revenue Rrw for a given retailer and week can be approximated
by (see Web Appendix W7):

GP rw ¼



PromShare rw
R rw  mð1  PromShare rw Þ þ ð m  DD rw  g w Þ 
ð1  DD rw Þ

 A rw ;

ð4Þ
where m is the average retailer unit margin absent promotions
(expressed as a fraction of the selling price), gw is the fraction
of the promotional discount borne by the retailer, A rw is the
advertising budget, PromSharerw is the fraction of revenue sold
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on promotion, and DDrw is the average discount depth. The
latter three variables are obtained from the data for event weeks
versus nonevent weeks. Based on anecdotal evidence and prior
literature, we set m at .25. We then use our simulation outcomes for the Event þ Support and Baseline scenarios to calculate the total revenue and margin difference between these
scenarios and rescale this difference (obtained for our household sample) to the market level,22 so that we can deduct the
change in advertising budget associated with the event. We do
so for different values of g w , which, based on informal
exchanges with retailers, we set between .1 and .3.23
Table 9, Panel A, reports the revenue implications at the
market level. The table also shows that while the share sold
on promotion is higher during event weeks, nonpromotional
revenue decreases for only three of nine events and actually
increases for Event 6 (þ6.46%), in support of a halo effect.
Table 9, Panel B, displays the profit outcomes. It shows that the
profit implications remain quite limited. If the retailer bears a
larger part of the discount during event than during nonevent
weeks (e.g., gw_event ¼ .3 and gw_regular ¼ .1; Case 3 in Table 9,
Panel B), ReTSS entail a small loss on average (.44%), with
statistically significant losses for five of nine events. If the
retailer can convince the manufacturer to contribute more
strongly during the ReTSS than usual (something that, as our
interviews with retailers reveal, volume-oriented manufacturers or those under threat from hard-discounters are willing to
do), the picture becomes slightly different. For instance, if gw
drops from .3 in nonevent weeks to .1 in event weeks (Case 4 in
Table 9), the loss turns into a small profit gain (þ1.47%).24
Again, however, profitability varies across events. Linking
profit figures to event characteristics, we find that larger scope
(.774, p < .05) and high resonance (.638, p < .10) (which were
associated with stronger lifts during the event) also positively
correlate to event profitability. “Uniform price” deal formats
(which did worse in terms of immediate visit and purchase
response) bring higher profits (correlation: .584, p < .10), possibly because their deals are less deep and they encourage
consumers less to stock up on the product.

Implications and Directions for Future
Research
Research Implications
Unlike business-as-usual retailer promotions—for which previous research revealed only weak evidence of direct storeswitching—we find that ReTSS can substantially increase the
22

We do this using the standard “translation key” of the data provider, based
on the number of households in the market.
23
Using the terminology of Besanko, Dubé, and Gupta (2005), this would
correspond to a “pass-through rate” of between 1.11 and 1.43, respectively.
These are realistic rates, according to our practitioner sources.
24
Note that event profitability in Table 9 is lower in Case 3 (gw_event ¼ .3 and
gw_regular ¼ .1) than in Case 1 (gw_event ¼ .3 and gw_regular ¼ .3) because, in Case
3, shifts in promotional purchases from nonevent to event weeks entail a higher
promotion contribution for the retailer.
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number of shoppers drawn to a store. Even though basket size
(conditional on a visit) typically does not change, this implies
that shoppers buy more in total at the retailer during event
weeks: 8.5% more on average, and up to 21% more for the
more successful events.
In particular, households that rarely patronize the retailer
absent the event and that spend a larger share of their grocery
budget at hard discounters shop and buy more at the store
during event weeks. This corroborates that, based on their
characteristics, ReTSS enjoy higher awareness than businessas-usual discounts and bring higher perceived monetary and
nonmonetary benefits that outweigh the hurdles of an (extra)
store visit. It also underscores that ReTSS can indeed revitalize
the retailer’s customer base. An intriguing observation, however, is that in some instances ReTSS (like our Event 1) reduce
purchase volumes during event weeks. Because we observed
and tested only shoppers’ behavioral responses, we can only
speculate on the underlying reasons. If retailers mass advertise
the event theme but the actual scope of the offer is too small,
this may produce a reactance effect. Insights into consumers’
mindset metrics could further verify mechanisms underlying
these effects.
Only a small part of the lift in visits and purchases stems
from the (increase in) discounts/features and advertising budget
during the events. Instead, the event as such leads to marked
performance improvement. Consistent with findings on popular event advertising (Gijsenberg 2014; Keller, Deleersnyder,
and Gedenk 2019; Naik, Raman, and Winer 2005), this confirms that unifying and communicating the deals under a common savings theme creates extra synergies. These synergies
appear particularly strong for events with higher media resonance and that involve more items. Thus, not only do the deals
or ad budget as such matter; what matters in particular is the
thematic framing as a super saver event, which allows retailers
to break away from the clutter and convince households that the
gains are worthwhile. Future studies could pursue how retailers
can craft and market savings themes for maximum buzz, as
data on the virality of advertising is becoming more readily
available.
From a broader perspective, our findings underscore the
critical importance of promotion communication and framing.
In reality, the actual number of promoted items during the
ReTSS (and the potential for extra savings relative to nonevent
weeks) remains limited, and much of the ReTSS success stems
from the theme that makes consumers aware and generates the
perception of large and frictionless savings. Yet previous studies have shown that consumers do learn from experience. If an
event does not yield the hoped-for savings, consumers may not
be attracted by it next time and may even develop a negative
attitude toward the retailer. Thus, our finding that specific
ReTSS events lose effect over time may result not only from
theme wear-out but also from consumer disappointment with
actual savings. Future studies could analyze how the interplay
between anticipated and actual savings shapes consumers’
ReTSS response.
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*p < .05.
**p < .01.
a
In thousand Euros, at market level.
b
Increase as fraction of base level during the total 12-week period (1 pre-event week, 3 event weeks, 8 postevent weeks).
c
Increase as fraction of nonpromotional base revenue during event weeks.
d
Incremental gross profit during the total 12-week period.
Notes: One-tailed tests based on distribution across parameter draws. The table contains revenue and (gross) profit effects of one three-week event occurrence. Extra advertising due to the event is approximated
as 26% extra spending in first event week over retailers’ average budget, based on regressions of (log) ad spending against event weeks.

Case 1: Retailer contribution .3 during event weeks, .3 during
1,902**
2.48%
Case 2: Retailer contribution .1 during event weeks, .1 during
2,053**
2.59%
Case 3: Retailer contribution .3 during event weeks, .1 during
2,540**
3.21%
Case 4: Retailer contribution .1 during event weeks, .3 during
1,416*
1.84%

B: Event Profitabilityd

Share sold on promo
Nonevent weeks
Event weeks
Nonpromo revenue increase during eventc

Incremental revenue (all periods)b

Revenue change during eventa

A: Revenue Impact of Events

Table 9. Profitability Analysis.

Guyt and Gijsbrechts
The impact of ReTSS extends beyond the event period. The
higher awareness and perceived benefits make some consumers
lie in wait and decelerate visits and purchases prior to the event.
This holds even though retailers do not seem to mass advertise
the event beforehand and likely stems from the fact that most
ReTSS recur roughly around the same time(s) each year. The
question remains how retailers can circumvent these negative
lead effects without jeopardizing the success during the event
period. Should retailers randomize the timing of their event to
prevent current customers from postponing their visits? Or,
conversely, should they mass advertise an upcoming event,
such that rival-chain customers hold back on their purchases
at competing stores and buy more with the retailer during the
event? The answers will depend not only on the size and composition of the retailer’s current customer base but also on
consumers’ (psychological) reaction to (not) being notified
up front—an issue for further study.
The weeks following an event show a higher-than-usual
number of visits but smaller basket sizes. Newly attracted customers are more likely to return to the store after the event,
consistent with a store-salience and familiarization effect.
However, consumers who bought at the chain during event
weeks buy smaller quantities subsequently, possibly because
they built up inventory or because the emphasis on smart shopping has reduced their willingness to purchase at full price. For
the average event, the net result across periods is still an
increase (albeit small: about 1% on average) in purchase volume. As for profitability, our back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest that unless the retailer bears the brunt of the
extra discount depth, the ReTSS neither helps nor hurts the
bottom line. In all, our results thus clearly show the immediate
and medium-term outcomes of the events in terms of traffic,
sales, and profit.
Retailers may have additional, longer-term, motives to
establish these events, such as improving the store’s price
image or fostering current customers’ loyalty. Moreover, in
time, more (frequent) ReTSS actions may lead to a new type
of promotion trap: retailers being caught up in a race for events
that stand out. On the consumer side, more exposure to events
may desensitize shoppers and dilute their interest in (and
response to) specific events. As longer data series including
more events become available, analysis of these long-term outcomes becomes a fruitful area for study.

Marketing Implications
Our results reveal that ReTSS can be an effective way for
traditional retailers to (temporarily) regain customers and
increase in-store purchases. Consumers who spend a higher
share of their grocery budget at hard discounters are especially
likely to increase their visits and purchases at the traditional
chain in response to the event. Moreover, even if such events do
not increase profits, they do not really hurt the bottom line,
either. Thus, although not a panacea, ReTSS events can be a
valuable defense tool, strengthening the retailers’ share of
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wallet among light customers and preventing them from permanently defecting to discount stores.
However, not all events succeed. Generating uplift in visits
and purchase volumes calls for a sufficiently large event scope.
Retailers should find the right balance between raising awareness and expectations and honoring promises by offering
(deep) enough deals. As for format, whereas percentage-off
discounts and BOGOs—which clearly emphasize the monetary
advantage—appeal most strongly to consumers, ReTSS with
uniform prices seem more profitable for the retailer. Although
advertising matters, the key to success is not in increasing the
advertising budget per se. Instead, the media resonance of the
savings theme appears to be key. This is not surprising, given
that most of the incremental gains come from nonregular customers who may be more responsive to sources other than the
chain’s communication. Thus, apart from creating a unique and
easy-to-recognize theme, retailers should strive for more
earned rather than owned media impressions and focus on how
to make the theme go viral. As a caveat, we also find evidence
of wear-out, urging retailers to craft novel themes in time. Our
retailer interviews suggest that turning the event theme into a
brand of its own, and/or using market influencers to promote it,
may prove fruitful here.
Our findings caution retailers to be wary of consumers lowering their purchase volumes prior to and after the event. In
addition, deep discounting may hamper revenue and profitability. To guard against these dangers, retailers could try to capitalize on the exploration benefits of ReTSS, by judiciously
steering consumers through the aisles in search of the ReTSS
offers, and on the licensing effect, by displaying impulse items
in indulgence categories next to the ReTSS deals. Finally,
given that ReTSS weeks attract extra consumers (in particular,
hard-discount shoppers), the events may be a unique way for
national-brand manufacturers to increase volume or present
consumers with their (new) brand offerings. Retailers could
use these arguments to increase the promotion contribution of
manufacturers during events, an essential ingredient of ReTSS
profitability.
The effects of ReTSS may differ in countries with different
retailer landscapes or business-as-usual promotion activity.
Given our framework and findings, these events would be most
instrumental for traditional chains severely threatened by hard
discounters, in markets with substantial promotional clutter.
While our focus was on grocery retailers, similar savings events
emerge in nongrocery settings, such as Inno’s “Crazy Days,”
Asda’s “Green Is the New Black” savings event, or Amazon’s
“Prime Days” (recently extended to Whole Foods). And
although some of our ReTSS effects (e.g., visit or purchase
expansion) may hold in those settings as well, others (e.g., purchase acceleration and stockpiling) may not, or may emerge in a
different time frame—aspects that we leave for future study.
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